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ABSTRACT
The synthesis of product patterns by means of the cross-correlation of
antenna voltages obtained from a single linear array is studied and specific
examples are given. Two conventional patterns are formed by splitting the
signal of each element Of the array into two parts, say a and b for the
k element, and forming a linear combination of each set of signals obtained.
Then, by means of cross-correlation methods the two factor patterns are
effectively multiplied together to form a product pattern.
The synthesis problem is to determine the excitation coefficients
a and b of the factor patterns whose product is specified. It is shownk k
that in general there is more than one way to factor the product pattern
and the best way is determined by a consideration of the effect of coherent
interfering signals in the presence of the desired signal.
The particularly important case of Dolph-Chebyshev synthesis is dealt
with in some detail. The product patterns have twice as many distinct nulls
and have sidelobes that are about 6 db lower than those of the conventional
additive array of the same size when both patterns have equal beamwidths
measured to the first null. It is also shown that the rejection of coherent
interfering signals compares favorably with the additive case if the factor
patterns are chosen properly.
An example is given of product pattern synthesis which shifts the radi-
ation angle of one factor pattern (by a progressive phase shift of the element
currents) with respect to that of a second identical pattern. In this case
special emphasis is placed on the rejection of interference.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of cross-correlation between the signals received by two antennas
is well known and forms the basis of several interferometer systems. An out-
standing example of this is the Mills Cross where two linear arrays at right
angles simulate the receiving pattern of a full rectangular aperture. Similar
systems have been proposed to make a few antennas simulate an aperture larger
2 3 4
than that which they actually occupy ' ; . The pattern obtained in the two
antenna case is effectively the triple product of the patterns of the antennas
and of an interferometer pattern which depends on the spacing between them.
In this report, the relatively simple problem of synthesis of the product
of two patterns obtained from a single array will be considered. The patterns
that result show a definite improvement over the corresponding patterns of
conventional additive arrays of the same size. In particular, the Dolph-
Chebyshev method of synthesis can be extended to these arrays. The product
patterns have sidelobes that, in the practical range, are about 6 db lower
than those of the corresponding additive pattern when both patterns have equal
beamwidths measured to the first null.
For a given product pattern there is, in general, more than one way to
factor it to get the two required factor patterns. If there were only one
plane wave (the signal) incident on the array, then any pair of factor patterns
would be as good as any other. However, it has been shown ' that if a
coherent interfering plane wave is also present the product pattern does not
describe fully the rejection of this interference. In addition, there is a
low-level interference pattern which may or may not be better than the
corresponding additive pattern. It will be shown that by proper synthesis
2(proper choice of factor patterns) this pattern can be made to compare favor-
ably with that of the additive system.
An example is also given of a product pattern whose factor patterns are
identical except that one is shifted relative to the other by means of dif-
ferent progressive phase shifts in the two transmission lines leading from
each element. Special emphasis is placed on minimizing the sidelobes of
the associated low-level interference pattern.
32. THE MULTIPLICATION OF THE PATTERNS OF TWO COINCIDENT LINEAR ARRAYS
2.
1
The Cross-Cor relation Process
In this section, a brief description of the process whereby the voltages
of two antenna arrays are cross-correlated will be given. An m + 1 linear
array is depicted in Figure 1. Let there be a plane wave of angular fre-
quency w incident on the array at an angle measured from the normal to
the array. The induced voltage at the terminals of say the k element is
split into two parts,, a and b
,
and two independent additive patterns are
obtained by forming linear combinations of the two sets of m + 1 voltages.
In effect, therefore, there are two antenna arrays occupying the same position
in space, i.e., two coincident arrays.
The terminal voltage of array A is
m/2
Aty, t) = Re 2 a
k = -m/2
jk()\> - i|> )4«t (1)
i o
= Re A(i>) e
JWt
(2)
if m is even, and
m+1
2 j (k-l/2)(^ - vp ) + cot
A (i|*, t) = Re 2 a-
t]
e (3)
*.- ==L *-?
if m is odd, and where
Re indicates "the real part of",
P = phase constant in radians per meter,
I = element spacing in meters,
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i[j = progressive phase shift (lead) from left to right of the element voltages
° and corresponds to the beam angle of the pattern Q\> - Pi sin 9 ).
o o o
Likewise, for the terminal voltage of the B array we have
m/2 jkOj1 - + ) + cot
B(iJj, t) = Re S be (4)
k = -m/2
= ReB(40 eJCOt (5)
for m even, and an equation analogous to Equation (3) for m odd.
The signal A(\\>
}
t) is passed into a frequency shifter (a non-linear
device) with a local pump signal at frequency co . The output is filtered
to pass only the signal at frequency co = co - co A (\\>
}
t), which is simply
AOj1
,
t) shifted in frequency. This distinguishes it from B(4^ t) at fre-
quency co with which it is now mixed. The signal at the difference frequency
co passed by a filter at the mixer output is given by
PCK t) = Re A(v|0 B (MO e l (6)
where * indicates the complex conjugate quantity. A synchronous detector
with a reference voltage taken from the local pump signal at frequency co
is used to detect the amplitude of P(4", t) and the system's output is
P(i|0 = Re A(i|0 B(0j)* (7)
In this report only real antenna patterns are used and Equation (7) reduces to
P(i|0 = A (40 B(v|0 (8)
This pattern, being the product of two voltage patterns, is proportional to
the power of the signal. It can have negative sidelobes ? however, and this
distinguishes it from additive power patterns which are given by
P (40 = |C(i|0| 2 (9)
We see that the additive power pattern is the degenerate case of a product
pattern in which A(i|0 = B(^) = C(i|0. The additive power pattern can also
be thought of as the auto-correlation of the additive array's terminal volt-
age while the product pattern is the cross-correlation of the terminal
voltages of arrays A and B.
2.2 Interfering Signals
Heretofore, it has been assumed that only the desired signal in the form
of a plane wave is incident on the antenna array at angle 9 t In the presence
of a coherent secondary signal incident at some arbitrary angle, with
arbitrary amplitude and phase and which is due to either a remote, discrete,
noise source or a secondary component of the desired signal
,
it has been
shown ' that the product pattern does not describe fully the rejection of
this interference.
Suppose that the desired signal is of unit amplitude incident at 9 = 9
(where the product pattern has its main lobe maximum) and that the interfering
signal is of complex amplitude Se incident at the arbitrary angle 9; then
6
the normalized output of the system will be
p<*, s, £) = i + 2S
(
»W-; bW)coB I + S2 .Mi) bMO (10)
where a(40 =
A ,% N and b(i|0 = ;rz!~r are real patterns. It is seen that ifA(i\> ) " VT ' B(vp )
o o
Such situations arise when there is more than one distinct transmission
path between transmitter and receiver (multipath propagation).
S is small but not negligible, the major interference comes from what we
shall call the low-level interference pattern
L(4j, I) = | fa (40 + bOJOj cos | (11)
Its magnitude is greatest and hence the interference is greatest when £ = o
or 77 and
Setting
L(i|j, o) = i- [a (40 + b(40], L(4i, 7T) = - L(ip, o)
L(4» o) = L (40 (12)
o
we can say that the minimum signal to interference ratio (without regard to
sign) is given by
R(v|0| =
-g — —
—
(13)
S !a(40b(40l + 2 S|L (401
o
By way of comparison, the corresponding signal to interference ratio
of an additive system employing square law detection is given by
|R(40|=— r—* (14)
s
2 |c(4or + 2 s|c(40l
where c(40 is the normalized additive voltage pattern. Comparing the two
equations we see that the low-level interference pattern of the additive
system is simply the additive voltage pattern itself.
It can be concluded that product pattern synthesis imposes the additional
task of making sure that a good product pattern has a satisfactory low-level
interference pattern associated with it.
2.3 Linear Array Synthesis
From Equation (l) the pattern of a linear array with say, m + 1 (m even)
equispaced elements is
m/2 jk(ib - 4» )
A(ib) =2 a e (15)
k = -m/2
k
To make the pattern real it is readily shown that a = a
_k and by letting
//
a = a + ja, . Equation 15 becomes
k k k *
Aflj) = 2
a m/2
— + S a; cos k(ib - ^ ) - af sin k(+ - ^_)| (16)
2 k = 1
k ° K Kj
A similar pattern obtains for array B.
7
Schelkunoff has shown that such patterns are polynomials of degree m in
jib
e
.
The product pattern which is to be synthesized is therefore of degree 2m.
The synthesis procedure consists of determining the zeros of the product
pattern and distributing them equally between A(ijj) and B(>p). Once the zeros
have been assigned the weighting coefficients a and b can be obtained in a
straightforward manner.
The product array is more flexible than the additive array of the same
number of elements since it has, in general, twice as many discrete zeros.
If; all these zeros are real the product pattern has double the number of nulls
and for a given beamwidth should have lower sidelobes c This will be shown
for the important case of Dolph-Chebyshev array synthesis.
3. DOLPH-CHEBYSHEV SYNTHESIS
3.1 Cheby shev Polynomials
The Chebyshev polynomial of order 2m is defined by
T (x) = cos (2m cos x) for Ixl < 1
2m —
= cosh (2m cosh x) for | x| > 1
Its zeros are all real and occur at
(17)
(2k -
4m
±L]
,
k - 1, 2, 2m (18)
and consequently we can write
9 l 2m
T (x) = 2^
m
" n (x - x ) . (19)2m
k = 1
k
For example,
™ , s „ • ^s / 37T. . 57T X . 77J\T (x) = 8 (x - cos —) (x - cos -—
)
(x - cos —
—) (x - cos -—)
4 8 8 8 8
ot 2 2 7T. . 2 2 377.
(20)
= 8 (x - cos —) (x - cos ——
)
8 8
A graph of T (x) with T (x) for comparison is shown in Figure 2.
3.2 Additive Array Synthesis
8
It was Dolph who first made use of the Chebyshev polynomials in additive
array synthesis. Following Dolph we consider an array of m + 1 elements with
real and symmetric weighting, i.e., c = c = c Then the pattern of such
In lieu of Tchebyscheff the more economical National Bureau of Standards
spelling is used.
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an array for m even is
m/2 i fty - ty
C(40 = c + 2 S c cos I 2k
k = 1
k
(21)
fty
_ 4j
q\
/ v{j - IJJ
—j and if we let cos I
The cos | 2k ( —-—
-J | terms can be expanded in a power series in
= x/x with x a constant deter-
V 2 / \ 2 / o
lined by sidelobe level then the pattern C(i|i) becomes
m/2 21
= T (x) (22): (x) = s v f-~A
i = o
k v x ;
where the subscript m serves the double purpose of distinguishing the two
different functions C (Uj) and C (x) and of indicating the degree of C (x)
.
m m
The coefficients v are linear combinations of the c.;s,
»k k
Then C (x) is equated to the m order Chebyshev polynomial T (x)
m/2 2!
C (x) = 2 y ' — I = T < x > (23 >
i =
k X
o
'
The constant x is a solution to the equation
o
p=20 1og
10
[T
m
(,)] (24)
where -p is the required sidelobe level in db below the main lobe.
By equating the coefficients of x in the power series expansion of
T (x) (see Equation (19)) to those of C (x) , the weighting coefficients
m m '
c can be determined. This is best illustrated by an example.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS;
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3.3 Five-Element Add i tive Array
For a five-element array (m = 4), Equation (21) reduces to
C(40 = c + 2c cos
o 1
Expanding C(4>) in powers of cos
Equation (21a) can be written as
2 (V-) 1 + 2 c cos2 4 (--)
_
v /
:
(•:*•) and setting cos ('-£) X~ X
(21a)
16C
2 4
[4 C
2
C
4
( X ) = __2 x + 4 2
x x
o o
r— x + % - 2 c i * 2 c 2 (25)
and
T (x) = 8 x
4
- 8 x
2
+ 1
4
(26)
4 2 o
Equating the coefficients of x x and x gives
16 c = 8 x
2 o
-4[4 c
2
- c ] = 8 x^ (27)
(c
o
- 2 C;L + 2 c 2
) = 1
These three equations can be easily solved to give
4
2
X
o
C
2 = ~T
4 2
c, = 2 x - x
1 o o
(28)
4 2c=3x - 4 x +1
o o o
For a sidelobe level of - 20 db, x is l c 293 (from Equation (24)) and the
13
normalized excitation coefficients are
C = .515
2
C = .863 (29)
1
1.00
If the element spacing i is a half wavelength (X/2)
}
the power pattern
obtained is shown in Figure 3.
3.4 Five-Element Product Array
For a five-element product array the pattern to be synthesized is
P
2 4
(X> = T
8
(X) (30)
where the first subscript on the left-hand side indicates the number of
arrays whose patterns are multiplied and the second indicates the number
(less one) of elements in the array. It is evident that there is more than
one way to factor T (x) into two polynomials of degree four. Indeed, there
are no less than 35 ways and, in general, a polynomial of degree 2 m can be
factored into two polynomials of degree m in
1 (2m)
'.
(ml)'
N = -
~—
f
ways (31)
One of the more obvious ways to factor T (x) is to use the two even functions
8
given below
A (x) = 8 /i (x2 - cos2 ^-) (x2 - cos 2 fj) (32)4 v 16 16
B (x) = 8 ,/2 (x
2
- cos
2
f|) (x
2
- cos
2
^|) (33)
14
1.0
.8
c/>
ADDITIVE (T4(X) )
PRODUCT (T8 (X) )
(ELEMENT SPACING = y )
SIDELOBE
LEVEL
-20.0db
SIDELOBE
LEVEL
|-26.2db
80 90
6 DEGREES
Figure 3. Poxer Patterns for Five Element Additive and Product
Dolph-Chebyshev Arrays.
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It is a straightforward task to equate these expressions to the general
/* ' K\
expression given by Equation (16) with x = x cos ( — J and hence to
obtain the values of the a, 's and b ' s
.
k k
3.5 Comparis on of the Two Patterns
In order to compare the two patterns we set the beamwidth measured to
the first null equal for the additive and product arrays. It turns out that
the sidelobe level in the latter case is about 6 db lower than that of the
additive array. This is shown in Figure 3 where the two patterns are plotted
as a function of 9.
An improvement occurs in all cases. It is shown in Figure 4 } where it is
plotted as a function of the sidelobe level of the additive arrays used for
comparison. The improvement is slightly better when the number of elements
is small as in the five-element case. However, for large arrays it is
independent of m (and hence the array size) and depends only on the sidelobe
level. Improvement in the practical range of about -20 db is close to 6 db.
For large m and for very low sidelobes the curve is asymptotic to an improve-
ment of 3 db. The formula used for the curves is derived in Appendix A.
3.6 Low-Level Interference Pa1 1
e
rn of the Dol ph-Chebyshev Product Array
It will be recalled that with more than one signal incident on the
antenna, i„e
,
the desired signal plus coherent interference, the output
of the product system has a component proportional not to the product pattern
itself but to the low-level interference pattern. In the case of two super-
posed linear arrays with real patterns we can write it as
L (x) = i- (a (x) + b (x)) (34)
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where a (x) and b (x) are the normalized patterns of the linear arrays with
m m
m + 1 elements.
For the five-element Dolph-Chebyshev product array of Section 3.4, the
corresponding unnormalized patterns are given by Equations (32) and (33).
The normalization depends on the value of x (which is determined by sidelobe
o
level); for the case of additive sidelobes of -20 db (see Section 3.5), the
normalized factor patterns are shown in Figure 5a. The interference pattern
(their mean) is plotted in Figure 5b along with the corresponding normalized
additive pattern c (x) for comparison, (see Equations (13) and (14)). L (x)
4 3 -
does not have all its sidelobes equal and its lobe in the x = region
(0-9 =90 for i = X/2) is even larger than the additive array sidelobes,
all of which are equal. This is attributed to the large separation between
the innermost nulls of a (x) which allows it to "blow up" somewhat in the
x = region (see Figure 5a). Note that the small spacing of the corresponding
nulls of b (x) has the opposite effect.
Although the above low-level interference pattern does not have all its
sidelobes equal, it is possible by proper choice of factor patterns to make
the low-level interference pattern a Dolph-Chebyshev pattern along with the
product pattern itself. We make use of the identity
t (x) = 2 T
2
(x) - 12m m
2 (T (x) + £) (t (x) - i>) (35)
and let
T (x) + ~ = A (x), T (x) - i- = B (x) (36)
m 2 m ' m 2 m
* 9 10
R. L. Mattingly and 0. R. Price have recently used this identity in
radar and product pattern applications respectively.
i.o xo x X
Figure 5. Comparison of Low-Level Interference Patterns for Five
Element Dolph-Chebyshev Arrays with A (x) and B .(x) given
by Equations (32) and (33).
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It follows immediately from Equation (34) that
T (x)
L
o
(x)
= tVt (37)
m o
Another virtue of this result lies in the simple way in which the
factor patterns can be synthesized. The center element of the array has
its signal split into two parts; the first is given an amplitude l/2[ 1 -. 1/V2]
while the second is of amplitude 1/2 [1 +/I/1/2"]. The signals from the other
m elements are combined in the conventional way to form an m order Chebyshev
pattern; however, since the signal from the center element is absent, the
actual pattern is T (x) - 1. This combined signal is then split in two halves
m
to one half is added the first part of the center elements signal to form the
A (x) pattern
m
V x) = \ iVx) - u + \ t 1 -p = I [V* 7jJ <38)
Likewise B(x) is formed by adding the remaining two signals
V x > \ 1V> - u + k u +fi ' I IV X > +p (39 >
A diagram of the system is shown in Figure 6.
These patterns will be called the optimum factor patterns for Dolph-
Chebyshev product array because they give rise to a Dolph-Chebyshev low-level
interference pattern as well as a Dolph-Chebyshev product pattern.
For the five-element array they are given by
V*) = 8./T fS - co.2 '-) U - cos2 If) (40)
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(41)
and are shown in normalized form in Figure 7a. The low-level interference
pattern and the corresponding additive pattern both of which are now Dolph-
Chebyshev are shown in Figure 7b. The improvement in sidelobe level is
3.14 db. A graph of this sidelobe improvement for various array sizes as
a function of additive sidelobe level is shown in Figure 8. As before,
improvement is greater for small arrays and for high sidelobes. However,
the beamwidth of the product low-level interference pattern is somewhat
wider than the additive pattern beamwidth
.
3.7 Improvement of the Sidelobe Level of the Product Dolph-Chebyshev Pattern
over the Additive Pattern for the Case of More Than One Multiplication
It is not difficult to generalize the cross-correlation process to obtain
a pattern which is effectively the product of, say, N antenna patterns. In
the Dolph-Chebyshev case, we can synthesize an Nm_-fh order Chebyshev polynomial
by splitting the signal of each element of an m + 1 element linear array into
N independent parts (instead of just two) and then multiplying the N resulting
patterns together. Hence,
N
PM (x) = n A (x) = T (x) (42)N, m q,m Nm
> q = 1 ;
However, P (x) is a pattern proportional to the Nth power of the field
strength of the incoming plane wave. The equivalent "power pattern" is given
by
P/m (x) = [ PN.m (x) l
2/N
<«)
In Appendix C, it is shown that for large arrays the broadening depends
I
on sidelobe level and is smaller for low levels.
Figure 7. Comparison of Low-Level Interference Patterns
for Five Element Dolph-CJiebyshev Arrays when
Optimum Factor Patterns A (x) and B (x) given
by Equations (40) and (41; Respectively.
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If a comparison of the product and additive Chebyshev patterns is made on
this basis, it is found that the relatively large improvement in sidelobe
level obtained by a single multiplication is followed by smaller and smaller
improvements as N increases. In the limit as N approaches infinity the
extra improvement over a single multiplication is only about 3 db (see
Figure 9 and Appendix D)
.
In addition, it can be shown that for more than one multiplicative
operation there is more than one low-level interference pattern in the
system output. For N multiplications there are N - 1 such patterns, all of
which must be considered if interference rejection is important. In some
cases, e.g., Radio Astronomy, the system output can be time-averaged and if
the interference is incoherent the contributions of some of the interfer-
ence patterns average out to zero. This is the case with the low-level
interference pattern for a single multiplication. However, for more than
one multiplication there will always be low-level interference patterns to
consider even when time-averaging (filtering) is possible.
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4. SYNTHESIS BY SHIFTING ONE PATTERN WITH RESPECT
TO A SECOND IDENTICAL PATTERN
Minimizing the Low-Level Interference Pattern
Since the low-level interference pattern is the sum of the two separate
factor patterns it should be possible to select them in such a way that they
add constructively in the main-lobe region and destructively in the side-lobe
region. In addition, the product pattern should also show an improvement
over the corresponding additive pattern.
As an example of this, let us consider an array with a cosine distri-
bution as is shown in Figure 10. For simplicity we let the number of elements
be large so that the patterns are approximated by those of continuous cosine
distributions (this is quite valid if the element spacing is X/2 or less).
Now as before, each element's signal is split into two parts which this time
are equal in magnitude but have opposite progressive phase shifts,
(f) and -0,
along the aperture. Hence the total signal from Section A is
A(9, t)
fL/2
i /77x\ j(j3 sin + </3) x
J-W2
c°s {-) e dx cos ut (44)
where L = aperture length in meters, L = m£
.
Upon integration, with
<fi
=
-TI/l
,
the pattern obtained is
rP L sin 6": fP L sin 9sm
,
1
sin
|
+ 77
A(O) = h^ , ^
'
+ rr^ ^-z — (45)
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Likewise, for B(9) with (f> = Tl/i } the pattern is
rP L sin 91 . rP L sin 9 _m
I
-
J
sin j_ ff
B(9) =
g L sin 9
+
^LsinQ f
" (46)
These patterns, shown in Figure 11a, add approximately in the mainlobe region
and cancel approximately in the sidelobe region. The low-level interference
pattern is shown in Figure lib together with the regular sin y/y pattern
(y = P L sin 9/2) which has the same beamwidth measured to the first null
as the product pattern itself (see Figure 12). The interference pattern's
mainlobe is twice as wide as the additive pattern's but its sidelobes
3 2diminish as 211/ (y - Ti y) instead of 1/y. The product pattern's sidelobes
also decrease at a greater rate than the corresponding additive power pattern'
s
2 4 2 2 2
sidelobes (71 / (y - 77 y ) as compared to 1/y ).
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Figure 11. Comparison of Low-Level Interference Patterns
for the Additive Uniform Distribution Array
and for the Product Cosine Distribution Array.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The simple case of multiplication of the patterns of two coincident
linear arrays by voltage cross-correlation has been shown to be more flex-
ible than the simple additive method (auto-correlation) . The method'
s
principle advantage is that the product pattern can have twice as many
discrete zeros as the additive pattern. It is therefore possible to
synthesize product patterns which reject completely interfering signals
coming from twice as many directions as can the corresponding additive
patterns. As well as being twice as numerous, the product pattern's side-
lobes are generally lower than those of the additive pattern.
The disadvantage of there being a separate low-level interference
pattern is only partial in the case of coincident arrays; i.e., although
its beamwidth is always greater than that of the corresponding additive
pattern, its sidelobes can be lower.
The Dolph-Chebyshev product patterns have sidelobes which are about
6 db lower than the additive pattern when each has the same beamwidth
measured to the first null. The optimum low-level interference pattern
shows an improvement in sidelobe level of about 3 db but has a broader beam.
Product patterns obtained by shifting one pattern with respect to a second
identical pattern also show distinct improvement over regular additive
patterns.
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APPENDIX A
SIDELOBE IMPROVEMENT OF DOLPH-CHEBYSHEV PRODUCT PATTERN
FOR A LARGE ARRAY AND A SINGLE MULTIPLICATION
If the additive pattern has reasonably low sidelobes at say -p db
and if m + 1 the number of elements is large then
P = 201°Sio [W ]
can be solved for x to give the approximate relation
KITx ~ i + - ( - r (A.D
where
K = cosh [antilog
10
—
From Equation (18) the first null '/ of the pattern is given by
X = cos rllJS (18a)
1 V, 2mJ
But x = x cos 1 • J and hence
%
o
cos
Ql
.
a
°) m cos (L.) (A. 2)
Solving for iJj - iJj
,
and using (A.l) we get
12 2 1/2
^ - qj Q = a^ i-.flr + 4K ) (a. 3)
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Now the product pattern must also have the same beamwidth and we write
i|i
1
= Ai\>
T
= ijij - ^
c
where the upper case subscripts I and will signify product pattern variables,
For the product pattern the first null is given by the equation
+1-+0
• cos J = cos ( —— )
V 2 / V. 4m/
Solving for /C using Equation (A. 3), we get
i - 1 r—
i
2
2
-v 2 Urn/ 1 /37T v2\X °~
J
,2 2 -
X +
~2 (l6- + K )
1_ r ff + 4K \ 2m
"
2 C m2 J
Then T (X
. ) ~ cosh T2m cosh" (1 + -=- ff— + K2m — L 2 U62m
-~* (*» ys- en-*
2
))
= cosh ^2 /fg ^ + K
2
)
(A. 4)
(A. 5)
(A. 6)
The improvement in db will be
p
p
-p = io logl0 rls-^n
P 10 |_ T (X 2 1
m o
cosh [2 K-II2 + K2 1-,
and P
p
- P : 10 log
1{)
1= ^—^ i] (A. 7)
cosh (K2 )
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APPENDIX B
SIDELOBE IMPROVEMENT OF OPTIMUM LOW-LEVEL INTERFERENCE PATTERN
FOR A LARGE DOLPH-CHEBYSHEV PRODUCT ARRAY
The low-level interference pattern for an additive array is simply
the additive pattern itself. For the Dolph-Chebyshev pattern the sidelobes
are given by
P = 20 1ogl0
[T
m
(H
o
)] (B.l)
while the corresponding product arrays optimum low-level interference pattern
has sidelobes given by
^L =
201^10^m^ (B.2)
It is clear that the improvement will be given by
T (Xq)
PL
- P = 20 logiQ ^_^ (B.3)
For large arrays and reasonably low sidelobes the values of X and Z-
o
i are given by Equation (A.l) and (A. 5) respectively of Appendix A. Then
Equation (B.3) reduces to
PL
- p ~ 20 log10
-AM /
)
cosh K (B.4)
where K is given in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX C
BEAMWIDTH BROADENING OF THE LOW-LEVEL INTERFERENCE PATTERN
OF A LARGE DOLPH-CHEBYSHEV PRODUCT ARRAY
From Appendix A the first null of the additive pattern is
12 2 1/2
ib - ip ~ - (?r + 4K
Z
) (enT l o — m
th
The low-level interference pattern of the product array is of m degree
and its first null is determined by the equation
f
X cos (ib. - lb) = cos (—-) (C.2)
O l O 2m
where lb . corresponds to the first null of the interference pattern at
0. (ib. = (3 | S in 9.).11 l
Substituting for a- from Appendix A and expanding the cosine terms
in Equation (C.2) we get
^-K-Hf^T2
The fractional increase in beamwidth is
1/2
3 T7
2
-8 „ 1/2
4K )Or
2
+
•-»•
(C.4)
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The following table gives the broadening as a function of sidelobe level,
SIDELOBE
LEVEL
-10 db -20 db -30 db -40 db
*l"*o
.527 .184 .0587 .0188
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APPENDIX D
SIDELOBE IMPROVEMENT OF DOLPH-CHEBYSHEV PRODUCT PATTERNS
FOR LARGE ARRAYS AND N-l MULTIPLICATIONS
If there are N patterns to be multiplied then the product pattern's
first null is given by
cos (^cos (^ -*Q )) =— (D.l)
Solving for X we obtain
C
- 2„2 L 2 I, 8 ) J
and
Tm <'0 ~ coshNm — mN cosh
L »V L 2 ^ 8 ; J
(D.3)
which reduces to
Nm x >~_coSh -[J^ + (i^.) (D.4)
and the improvement in db is
20
"N
1Og
10
:osh Lv/N K + V 4 /' 7T J
[cosh K
(D.5)
For very low sidelobes K is large (see Appendix A) and (D.5) simplifies to
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